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Book Reviews

Phoenix Indian School: The Second Half-Century. By Dorothy R. Parker. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1996. xi + 96 pp. Illustrations, appendixes,
notes, bibliography. $14.95 paper.)

In recent years historians of Indian-white relations have devoted increased attention to the subject of Indian education, a good deal of this
attention focusing on the role and impact of boarding schools during the
crucial period between the 1880s and 1930s. Clearly of one the finest case
studies in this regard is Phoenix Indian School: Forced Assimilation in
Arizona, 1891-1935, by Robert Trennert, Jr. In the slim volume under review, Dorothy R. Parker attempts to bring the story of this fascinating institution to completion.
In chapter one, Parker analyzes the impact of the so-called "Indian New
Deal" when the Bureau ofIndianAffairs, under the direction of John Collier,
shifted its emphasis from assimilation to pluralism. Some of the familiar elements of the old order remained: the general regimentation of institutional
life; the academic-vocational split of the curriculum; the separation of the
sexes; and the "outing" system which gave adolescent males and females
emploYJllent experience in the local community. Still, the Collier years brought
changes. Policy makers' new found conviction that younger children should
be educated closer to home meant that in the future the Phoenix Indian
School would enroll mostly older students; the worst features of military
discipline were relaxed; and experiments in bicultural education slowly altered the assimilationist thrust of the curriculum. Parker's discussion of the
origins ofthe bilingual Little Herder series, while all too brief, is especially
interesting.
Chapter two traces developments between World War II and 1965, years
in which the school both adjusted to new policy directions out of Washington-relocation and termination-and evolved into a modern educational
institution. Phoenix Indian School was given the objective of integrating
Indian y~uth into the postwar economy. Thus in 1947, Phoenix played a
noteworthy role in implementing a Special Navajo Program emphasizing vo-
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cational and English language skills. By the late 1950s much greater attention was paid to academic subjects, and in 1960 it was accredited as a fullfledged high school.
If there is one theme that dominates the final chapter, it is that of an
institution struggling to survive in the face of momentous social changes
and altered conceptions ofIndian education. Whereas the school's mission
once called for the assimilation ofIndian youth, by the 1970s student activism, partly fueled by the Red Power movement, resulted in enhanced opportunities for the exploration ofIndian identity and traditions. Meanwhile, the
self-determination movement and expansion of secondary Indian schools
on reservations led to a drastic reduction in the school's enrollment. This
resulted in a greater proportion of Phoenix's enrollment consisting of students with disabilities and serious behavioral problems. By the 1980s the
escalating problems of vandalism, absenteeism, and substance abuse, combined with scathing press accounts of ineffective administration, added to
the growing sentiment that the school had outlived its usefulness. Not an
insignificant factor in Phoenix's demise was that the school grounds, now
engulfed by a booming city, were simply too valuable to be devoted to the
cause ofIndian education. In 1990 the school was closed.
In several respects this is a disappointing book. Parker's narrative is so
brief that significant developments are given only cursory attention. The
one exception, and clearly the best section of the book, is the discussion of
the events leading to the school's closing. The book also suffers from a
serious lack of documentation. The few endnotes provide the reader with
only the barest of information on the author's sources. Finally, this account
is almost completely devoid of student voices and leaves the reader with
almost no idea what students were experiencing, or how they responded to
the continuing shifts in institutional policies. Still, Parker's account has some
merit because so little has been written on the last years of an approach to
Indian education that once dominated policy maker's thinking on how best
to solve the "Indian problem."
David W. Adams
Cleveland State University
Murder & Justice in Frontier New Mexico, 1821-1846. By Jill Mocho. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1997. xiv + 245 pp. Illustrations,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $50.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)

The manuscript record of homicide and the legal system during the
Mexican period in New Mexico is fragmentary. Despite the paucity of official
documents, Jill Mocho exhumed eleven homicides, tracked down the historical culprits, deciphered the legal system, and solved crimes of passion,
culture, and greed. In the process, she found that not a single confessed
murderer suffered the death penalty, and, for all ofthe incarcerated, freedom
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was less than six years away. But process rather than penalty was significant. Hispanic players in the justice system took their duties seriously. American concerns about speedy trials were not part of Mexican jurisprudence.
The criminal justice system followed Mexican forms, but the local offi~
cials did not have the authority to pass final judgment in serious crimes.
Alcaldes (mayors) andjueces de paz Gustices of the peace) were knowledgeable of legal procedure, prominent men of their community, and respected for their wisdom. When a community member brought a crime to
their attention, they acted with dispatch. Members of the community were
brought to the crime scene to investigate and report on the homicide, and a
medical examination sought the cause of death. Evidence exhibiting adherence to Spanish values, community traditions, and a clear sense of right and
wrong was set to paper. Suspects gave statements as well as confessions,
and legal procedure wound its way to judgment, but judgment as serious as
the death penalty required a legal confirmation by a lawyer in far offChihuahua. Months became years as local justice waited for official action. No
action resulting in execution was confirmed, and culprits languished in jail
until released or set free on bail. They did the crime, and they did the time,
but all walked.
When American justice came to Ne~ Mexico, there would be sixty-two
official executions plus untold numbers of popular hempen cravats applied
to'enemy deviants. Times clearly changed.
Jill Mocho has provided us with, a clear and concise evaluation of the
justice system's handling of homicide in Mexican New Mexico. It is an important story, well told, and very much worth reading.
Gordon Morris Bakken
Califnornia State University, Fullerton
Cowboys & Cave Dweller: Basketmaker Archaeology in Utah S Grand Gulch
Area. By Fred M. Blackburn and Ray A. Williamson. (Santa Fe, New Mexico:
School of American Research Press, 1997. 188 pp. Illustrations, maps, tables,
notes, bibliography, index. $25.00 paper, $50.00 cloth.)

In Cowboys and Cave Dwellers, Fred M. Blackburn and Ray A.
Williamson intertwine fascinating stories of the early archaeological expeditions in Utah's Grand Gulch area and the Wetherill-Grand Gulch Research
Project. Not only does the book chronicle the early expeditions by cowboyarchaeologists, but it also details the gradual recognition of Basketmaker
culture and the economic forces that stimulated the creation and fragmentation of artifact collections from these ruins. In addition, it records the rediscovery of these artifact collections by a group of dedicated amateur scholars through a process termed "reverse archaeology," and the group's symbolic return of the artifacts to their homeland. It also pitches a plea for the
importance of continued education concerning these artifacts and sites.
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Grand Gulch, a seventy-five mile serpentine slice of arroyos, draws and
canyons, was the home of sundry civilizations during the past several millenniums. In the late nineteenth century, European-Americans discovered
Grand Gulch often inadvertently while chasing cattle. Richard Wetheril1 popularized the area's ruins and first remarked on the differences between
Basketmaker and Pueblo cultures and on the antiquity of the Basketmakers
because of its greater depth. Although an amateur, Wetherill eagerly adopted
such new techniques as the use of the trowel. He, like his contemporaries,
sold col1ections ofthese artifacts, which sometimes included mummies. Eventual1y Pueblo and Basketmaker artifacts made their way to Chicago's Field
Museum, the Museum of Natural History in New York, the University of
Pennsylvania, as wel1 as to Europe.
The Wetherill-Grand Gulch Project was formed in part to link archaeological sites with museum artifacts. The group coined the term "reverse archaeology" to define the process by which these volunteers not only located and studied historic signatures in the Gulch but also old photographs,
notes, collection catalogues,journals and diaries. Among other feats, the
Wetheril1-Grand Gulch team reunited the Lang Col1ection in Colorado's Turner
Museum with its catalogue, thus establishing its provenance. They also
definitively identified the site of Cave 7 where Richard Wetherill first proclaimed the discovery of the Basketmakers.
Using historical accounts and authoritative biographies, the authors,
one a key member of the project, present a lively, readable, and clear summary of the history of archaeology in the area. Although the book looks like
something for the coffee table with its wonderful and numerous photographs
and well-illustrated tables, it is one any scholar of the Southwest would
appreciate.
Stefanie Beninato
College of Santa Fe
Selected Letters of Bret Harte. Edited by Gary Scharnhorst. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1997. xv + 464 pp. Illustrations, notes, index. $34.95.)

. America's first major writer of the Pacific West, Bret Harte, fell on hard
times in his later years and never recovered. As Gary Scharnhorst notes,
twentieth-century scholars and critics have largely ignored Harte, despite
the style of his early work and his mentoring of "an entire generation of
western American writers," including Mark Twain, Joaquin Miller, and
Ambrose Bierce (p. 3). Scharnhorst has spent much of the last decade seeking to resurrect Harte's name. He wrote Harte's biography (1992), compiled
Bret Harte: A Bibliography (1995), and collected and edited .Bret Harte's
California: Letters to the Springfield Republican and Christian Register,
1866-67 (1990).
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Scharnhorst's superb new collection of 259 letters primarily exhibits
Harte in descent after he left California for the last time in 1871. Harte spent
most of the 1870s in Boston and New York and lived abroad from 1878 until
his death in 1902. These letters, along with Scharnhorst's exemplary footnotes (which follow each letter), tell Harte's later biography in miniature:
feuds with other American authors and critics (notably Twain); personal and
professional difficulties as American consul at Crefeld and Glasgow; and
especially life as a creature "of the "literary market, churning out formulaic
stories to pay the bills after his early promise had faded". Chosen from "over
two thousand letters ... known to survive," nearly a third of the seleCtions
here are addressed to Harte's wife Anna; whom he left in the United States
and did not see for two decades (p. 13). Other frequent correspondents
" include Twain, William Dean Howells,publisher James R. Osgood, and diplomat John Hay. Single letters to Longfellow, Whitman, and Browning show
Harte's connections to leading literary figures of his day. Scharnhorst's editorial work is meticulous and illuminating. His introduction sketches Harte's
life and reputation, and his copious footnotes (often longer than the letters
they annotate) identify correspondents, introduce material from other correspondence and reviews, and flesh out incidents described or implied in the
letters.
Because this volume {which inaugurates a series called Literature of the
American West) focuses on the years after Harte left California, it leads one
to consider exactly how "Western" Harte was. Although Harte wrote Western-themed stories and plays until he died, he clearly wanted to join the
Eastern literary world. Western tales got him into the Atlantic Monthly, but
he"disparaged California readers to his Eastern publishers and associates.
On a lecture tour in the South, he asked, "How could I expect to interest a
people who were infinitely quainter[,] more original, more pathetic, more
ludicrous than the life I had to talk about[?]"- that is, life in the West (p.
102). This northeastern, metropolitan perspective envisioned Southerners
and Westerners alike as "regional," quaint, and thus unlikely to interest
each other. Only in England, where Harte denigrated American tourists for
trying to imitate British gentility, did he long for "a breath ofWestern slang"
(p. 267). For Bret Harte, regiorialidentity could be a different matter in personal life than in published work, especially since his literary marketplace
lay (ar outside "the West.
Scott E. Casper
University ofNevada,· Reno
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A Harvest of Reluctant Souls: The Memorial of Fray Alonso de Benavides,
1630. Edited by Baker H. Morrow. (Niwot: University Press of Colorado,
1996. xxviii + III pp. Illustrations, map, notes, bibliography, index. $22.95.)

Fray Alonso de Benavides is a well known figure to students of New
Mexican and Southwestern history. The Portuguese-born Franciscan worked
in New Mexico a little less than five years. His memorial, first written for King
Felipe IV of Spain, and then revised for presentation to Pope Urban Vlll, has
been published many times. In addition, both versions of the memorial have
been out of print for 'several years.
Fray Benavides traveled to New Mexico as the Father Custodian, the
head Franciscan for the area. While in New Mexico, fray Alonso visited the
numerous missions already established among the Pueblo Indian villages
and collected information about the progress of the colony, which was then
reaching its third decade of existence. In 1629 he left New Mexico to go to
Spain to petition for more missionaries to work in distant New Mexico. A
second, less obvious reason for his extensive reports, according to the editor of this current publication, was his un-Franciscan-like desire to be named
a bishop.
The 1630 edition was quickly translated and published in French, German, Latin, and Dutch. Indeed, Benavides received some early notoriety that
has survived through the centuries. A Harvest of Reluctant Soul now receiving its third publication in English translation.
As a document, the first Memorial is worthy of its fame and surely is
"one of the great early works of southwestern American history and narrative literature" (p. xi). That alone speaks to the value of this publication. All
the previous English translations are rare and so a new edition is welcome.
Another generation of southwestern bibliophiles and collectors of firsthand accounts now can include the Memorial in their libraries-and they
should.
One word of caution. Do not expect heavy annotation. Perhaps because
the early editions are full oflarge, well done explanatory citations, the editor
of this current edition did not feel the need to repeat the effort. Nevertheless, having Benavides' 1630 Memorial in print and available is laudatory
enough.
Thomas E. Chavez
Palace of the Governors, Santa Fe
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Reuben Snake, Your Humble Serpent: Indian Visionary and Activist. As told to
Jay C. Fikes. (Santa Fe, New Mexico: Clear Light Publishers, 1996. 287 pp.
Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95.)

In 1993, Jay C. Fikes, the anthropologist-trained president of the Institute for Investigation oflnter-Cultural Issues based in Carlsbad, California,
recorded the autobiography of Indian activist Reuben A. Snake, Jr. Snake
served as tribal chair of the Nebraska Winnebagos, chair of such diverse
organizations as the American Indian Movement and the National Congress
of American Indians, and Roadman of the Native American Church ofNorth
America (NAC). On 28 June 1993,just months after Fikes' timely interview,
Snake passed into the spirit world after suffering several heart attacks.
Born on 12 January 1937 in Winnebago, Nebraska, Snake was given his
name by a NAC Roadman in honor of the Snake Clan. In Winneb~go, his
name, "Kikawa Unga," meant "to rise up" as a serpent elevates his head in
self-defense (p. 25). The RoadmaJ1 said that the name Kikawa Unga symbolized both the resurrection of Christ and his people's struggle for justice in
the United States. Snake's name came to.have greater significance in his life
than he or anyone else realized.
Snake thought of his experiences as reflecting what Winnebago elders
called the "four hills oflife" (p. 191). Reuben explained that the first "hill"
represented the stage of individual exploration and personal growth followed by three more phases: commitment to marriage and family, raising
grandchildren, and becoming a great-grandparent. Snake recounted many
experiences, including his education in a United Church of Christ mission
school and at Haskell Institute; service in the U.S. Army Special Forces;
living on the streets of Kansas City and Cleveland; alcohol abuse; efforts to
convert to Mormonism; advocacy for the rights of indigenous people worldwide; efforts to educate non-Indians about Indian religious beliefs in general; and respect for the spiritual power of peyote. Snake faced obstacles
repeatedly yet always emphasized the positive aspects of his experiences.
While the first fourteen chapters provide a chronological overview of
Snake's life, the last four chapters focus on his spirituality, the syncretism of
Winnebago and Judeo-Christian beliefs, and his service as a NAC Roadman.
These chapters benefit enormously from Fikes' inclusion of an interview
between Snake and journalist Peter Canby. Snake explained how NAC practices and beliefs share similarities and differences among tribes and nonIndians, and how NAC beliefs have evolved since the 1930s. Being respectful of local and tribal beliefs and making sacrifices for the greater good,
Snake taught and encouraged support for Indian sovereignty and independence.
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Fikes is to be commended for presenting Reuben Snake's autobiography. in such a clear and concise fashion. By bringing together his own commendable research with the insights of contributors James Botsford and
. Walter Echo-Hawk, Fikes has placed Snake's life into a broader historical
context that will make this book valuable to a wide variety of groups.
Jerry A. Davis
University ofNew Mexico
A History ofthe Timucua Indians and Missions. By John H.Hann. (Gainesville:
University Press of Florida, 1996. xvi + 399 pp. Maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95.)

As with the Apalachees and the Calusas, John Hann, historian at the
San LuisArchaeological and Historic Site ofTallahassee, Florida, has written the most comprehensive historical and archaeological study of the
Timucua Indians who once inhabited northern Florida and southern Georgia. Even more, it is an archaeological history of the Spanish missions that
converted them.
Despite a population numbering in the hundreds of thousands, the agricultural Timucuas were militarily defeated by the Spanish in the late-1500s.
The Timucuas quickly, and apparently willingly, accepted Spanish authority
and acculturation. At the insistence of the Spanish, the Timucuas relocated
to the missions set up by the Franciscans, provided the Spanish with labor
and food, and served as military allies against non-missionized Indians and
other rebellious Timucuas. They only asked that the Spanish respect their
right to choose their own chiefs and recognize chiefly privileges. In the end,
they became more Spanish than Timucua as they converted to Christianity,
took Spanish names, and adopted Spanish customs. Timucua women married Spanish soldiers and insisted on being recognized as Spaniards. Even
the Timucua revolt of I656-was not intended to throw off the Spanish yoke,
but more a fit of pique instigated by a few leading men angered over the
Spanish governor's insistance that chiefs carry their own food during a
military expedition rather than having it carried for them by their attendants.
Still, Timucua conversion could not save them as disease and attacks by the
English and their Indian allies in the early eighteenth century decimated
their population. The end of the Timucuas in Florida came in 1763 when the
Spanish removed the last ninety-five of them to Cuba after ceding Florida to
the English.
Hann has done an incredible job of research, relying heavily upon archaeological site reports as well as a plethora of Spanish language primary
sources, mainly from the Archivo General de India in Seville, Spain. The
tremendous research and thoroughness with which Hann details the Timucua
political and social systems, lifeways, material culture, language, cosmology, and how these changed under the Spanish make this a scholar's book.
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Still, the book suffers from almost too much detail. Hann has an archaeologist's
tendency toward the minutiae, and every bit of information about the nearly
dozen missions and chiefdoms that existed at one time or another during the
200 years of Spanish rule gets recorded: each location; each relocation, even
if only a few yards away; each disappearance or reappearance; every census. Rather than a narrative interpretation, Hann "writes up" his sources;
and each primary source itselfis examined. Sometimes the Timucuas get lost
in this forest of information. Readers may also be jarred by Hann's use of
"heathen" when referring to non-miss ionized Indians and "natives" when
referring to Indians iIi general. Why are French peasants or Russian serfs
never "natives," while only dark-skinned, scantily clothed Indians or Africans are?
Still, this should not detract from Hann's excellent scholarship. Any
future work on the Timucuas will have to go through this book.
David La Vere
University ofNorth Carolina at Wilmington

Game Without End: State Terror and the Politics ofJustice. By Jaime MalamudI
Goti. (The University of Oklahoma Press, 1996. xviii + 235 pp. Notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 cloth.)

In 1985 the government of President Raul Alfonsin put on trial the excommanders ofthe Argentine military for abuses against human rights committed during the 1970s "Dirty War." Jaime Malamud-Goti was one of the
architects of these trials. Now, in Game Without End, he repents the proceedings and his role in them. Why? Looking at Argentina in the 1990s,
Malamud-Goti finds that not only did the trials fail to provide a basis for
rights-based democracy, but they aggravated an Argentine penchant to
accept violence and authoritarian solutions. What went wrong?
Recent political violence in Argentina had its origins in the conflicts
that attended the revival of Peronism in the early 1970s. By 1975 the military
moved to monopolize violence in the name of national security and unleashed terror on the general population. This terror fragmented society,
taught people to blame the victim, undercut the idea that citizens have rights,
and divided the world into "us" and "them." The military always operated
with the support, or at least acquiescence, of many civilians, but the trials
had the effect of exonerating these by making the military alone guilty. This
infuriated the military, which rejected the proceedings as "political." Moral
responsibility was never fixed much less accepted. Today, in Argentina the
police routinely torture suspects, and openly authoritarian candidates find
electoral success. Few dissent. Argentines, the author suggests, still harbor
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an almost irresistible urge to raise up a "savior," a strong man or institution,
that will guarantee stability a!1d "property," even at the cost of individual
rights and the rule of law.
The arguments of Game Without End, and they are much more nuanced
and complex than can be summarized here, are powerful, but it is difficult to
agree with the author that a better solution might have been not to try the
military. This does not seem to have worked better in other post-military
proto-democracies. Rather, construction of democracy probably is a complex, long-term process with repeated relapses. Perhaps Malamud-Goti ex"
pected too much of the trials, and of himself.
David McCreery
Georgia State University
James 1. Hill: Empire Builder ofthe Northwest. By Michael P. Malone. (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1996. xiv + 306 pp. Il1ustrations, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $14.95 paper.)

The Amtrak passenger train that follows the former Great Northern Railway route across the northern West is my preferred mode of transportation
between Portland's Union Station and its counterparts in the upper Midwest. The train that presently traverses the region is named the "Empire
Builder," a celebratory reference to James J. Hill, the railroad titan whose
"historical presence," Michael Malone tells us, "looms heavily even into our
own time" (p. 3). Depending upon one's perspective, Hill was either a ruthless exploiter and villainous speculator, or an "industrial statesman" and
builder of commercial empires who left a wonderful legacy of philanthropy to
future generations. This concise and well-written biography provides a balanced view of one of America's most prominent entrepreneurs; a person
who was both loyal and compassionate to his close associates, but, ifit were
to his advantage, equally cold-hearted and callous to competitors and his
own work force. Hill's genius lay in his command of immediate details and in
his great vision and ability to anticipate the future.
James J. Hill quickly rose from humble beginnings to an ever-watchful
frontier merchant whose command ofthe inside world offreighting and transportation in the upper Midwest provided him with advantages over virtually
all of his regional rivals . Aligning himself with financiers in Canada and New
YorkCity (George Stephen and John S. Kennedy) during the late 1870s, Hill
pieced together the Saint Paul, Minneapolis, and Manitoba Railway Company. The "Manitoba Road" was the immediate predecessor to the Great
Northern Railway, a transcontinental line widely respected as "one of the
best constructed and most profitable of the world's major railroads" (p. 102).
The success of the Great Northern, the author makes clear, was vested in
excellent construction, gentle grades and curves, and the early use of steel
in building trestles. Hill also took great care to assure that the line was
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strategically positioned to carry freight. Moreover, unlike many of his contemporaries, Hill was no reckless speculator in the financial underpinnings
ofthe Great Northern. Rather, he and his partners plowed large percentages
of their profits into improving and upgrading their rail properties. Hill was
also at the center of efforts to extinguish Indian land rights in the Dakotas
and in Montana, and he was equally ruthless in making certain that labor
bore the brunt of the Panic of 1893. The truth about Jim Hill, Michael Malone
concludes, "must be viewed in multiple contexts, with varying and even
contradictory conclusions" (p. 274).
William G. Robbins
Oregon State University
Seven Trails West. By Arthur King Peters. (New York: Abbeville Publishers,
199"6.252 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $39.95.)

Stepping outside his usual field of modern French literature, Peters offers a celebration of explorers, settlers, and entrepreneurs, and the trails
they built across the American West. It is the familiar story of westward
expansion in the first seven decades of the nineteenth century. The Lewis
and Clark expedition mapped a trail which opened the continent to discovery. Fur traders and trappers "unlocked the secret paths of the American
wilderness for others to follow"(p. 53). The Santa Fe Trail opened the Southwest to commerce. Mass migration along the Oregon-California and Mormon trails claimed the Far West for the United States, while the Pony Express, transcontinental telegraph, and railroad bound East and West together "by an armature of communications and transportation that eclipsed
any previously known on earth" (p. 231).
The story is conventional, its main theme th~ relentless march of AngloAmericans and progress across empty, untamed wilderness. Native Americans figure generally only as part of the backdrop, while earlier settlers,
notably the Southwest's Hispanic population, are virtually invisible. There
is little in the content that specialists or well-read history buffs would find
new. While the concept of frontier history as a succession of trails needs to
be more fully developed, it does allow the author to do some interesting
things. The Pony Express acquires significance beyond a simple romantic
adventure story, and the transcontinental telegraph, "the first American industry based on electricity," receives more attention than a brief synthesis
might normally accord it (p. 192). Unfortunately, in discussing the role of
technology in the conquest of the West, the author does little more than
state the obvious.'
.
Still, it would be hard to dismiss Peters' work as merely another coffeetable book. The text is sophisticated and engaging, though the author is
usually telling familiar stories about a very predictable set of personalities
and events. Peters' keen sense of drama and of the humanity of his charac-
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ters infuse his writing with a compelling freshness. His words breathe of the
grandeur of the western landscape, a sense heightened by the photographs
that lavishly illustrate the text. He has drawn on a wide array of source
material from primary sources-some well-known, others obscure-to recent scholarship. Such details as his discussion of the Steamship Arabia, or
the discoveries of other American women who preceded Susan Shelby
Magoffin-the traditional "first white woman," down the Santa Fe Traildemonstrate Peters' familiarity with a broad range of recent work in Western
studies. The many illustrations of people, places, and events enrich the text.
The general reader wishing a brief, well-written synthesis full of drama and
human interest that summarizes the story of Anglo-Americans' conquest of
the Far West will find this book an enjoyable and satisfying adventure. .
Mary Ellen Rowe
Central Missouri State University
The Matachines Dance: Ritual Symbolism and Interethnic Relations in the Upper Rio Grande Valley. By Sylvia Rodriquez. (Albuquerque: University of New
Mexico Press, 1996. xvi + 193 pp. Illustrations, maps, chart, notes, bibliography index. $45.00 cloth, $25.00 paper.)

It is pleasing to read a book written by a person who has lived the
subject the writer is describing. Often we read New Mexico books written by
a weekend visitor and their impressions. Usually this kind of writer does not
capture the soul of the subject. The one problem I encountered immediately
was that it was not written for the average reader. It must have been written
as a requirement for her dissertation. Or it must have been written to impress
her peers, the other Ph.Ds. As I did, the average reader needs a dictionary to
read the Preface and the Introduction, which she titled "The Beautiful Dance
of Subjugation." I disagreed with her explanation of the Matachine Dance as
she titled it. To me it is a dance of syncretism, to use one of her words. The
dictionary defines this as an attempt at reconciliation or union of different or
opposing principles, values, philosophy, or religion. To me, G.overnor Diego
de Vargas already made his tour of subj ugation when he came in 1692 with
his party of soldiers and Indian allies. No researcher has ever recorded when .
the Matachine Dance was first performed by the Spanish settlers. It is written that Juan de Onate's settlers performed the Los Moros y Christianos (the
Moors and the Christians) at San Juan Pueblo in 1598.
The author must have had volumes of notes which led to some confusion. She wrote that San Juan Pueblo was ten miles north of Espanola and
Alcalde three miles north of San Juan. She then adds that Alcalde was seven
miles north of Espanola. So is Alcalde seven miles or ten miles north of
Espafiola? Also, Jemez Pueblo is not forty-five miles from Santa Fe, Bernalillo
is. Jemez is another twenty-nine miles from Bemalillo. Jemez is also fortyfive miles from Albuquerque, not thirty-five.
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The new violinist at Jemez Pueblo is Brenda Romero. I believe she is
from Lyden which is north of San Juan and not near Jemez. In the past she
performed with a guitarist from Jemez but the man died. Recently she has
played with a young man from Albuquerque. A new young violinist from
Jemez, Kathleen Gachupin has relieved Brenda for a few dances. The Indian
version of the dance at Jemez came from Santo Domingo Pueblo sometime in
the 1920s. So the songs in the dance are all in the Keresan language. And, as
the writer described the dance at Jemez, it is the most spirited and lively of all
the Matachine Dances in New Mexico. The Mexican-style dance at Jemez is
performed first at the village church and not at the mission church, which is
west of the Pueblo.
As the writer states, the dance is an Iberian-Moorish legacy, though
some writers have described it as a New World dance which later went to
Europe. There are many versions to its beginning. The closest to what I have
read was explained by theAbuelo at EI Rancho. He stated that the arrival of
Cortes in Mexico and his conversion of Mal inche to Christianity is the theme
of the dance. What is written is that prior to Cortes' arrival an exploring
party shipwrecked nearby. The survivors included a Friar who taught
Malinche the Spanish language and named her Marina. Malinche was her
Nahuatl name. When Cortes arrived, Marina led the Spanish troops to the
homes of the various Indian leaders who were arrested. Thus, when the
invasion took place, the citizen-soldiers had no leaders, and Cortes had an
easy time. Consequently, Marina became the heroine to the Spaniards and a
traitor to the Indians. So, in the dance the heroine 'is used as a metaphor for
purity and innocence, while the Toro (bull) represents the opposite, evil.
The Pueblo Indians continue to perform the dance as they witnessed
the settlers perform the dance in their areas. As a result, the dance at Taos
and Picuris are different from the ones further south. They may have added
what the writer called the May pole dance, which the Indians call the belt
dance. Another good explanation of the beginning of the dance is told on
page fifty two..
Over all, the story of the Matachine Dance as performed in New Mexico
. perhaps is a self-conscious sense or realization of a cultural heritage and
continuity by the descendants of the settlers and original natives. It reminds
the citizens of New Mexico of our cultural mosaic.
Joe S. Sando
Institute of Pueblo Indian Studies, Indian Pueblo Cultural Center
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Woven by the Grandmothers: Nineteenth-Century Navajo Textiles from the National Museum of the American Indian. Edited by Eulalie H. Bonar. (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1996. xv + 214 pp. Illustrations,
notes, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper.)

This book is an exuberant celebration of collaborative research at its
best. It simultaneously documents the National Museum of the American
Indians (NMAI) collection of nineteenth-century Navajo blankets and the
development of an important exhibit. The viewpoints of Navajo and nonNavajo weavers, textile specialists, anthropologists, and museum professionals converge in this work to produce a cacophony of diverse voices. It
calls into question many common assumptions about Navajo weavings and
brings Navajo voices to the analytic and interpretive dialogue on textiles
and weaving. It is the latter that makes this work stand out as an exceptional
piece of scholarship.
Curator Eulalie Bonar provides a concise overview of the scope of the
NMAI collection and her working relations with exhibition collaborators. To
enhance understanding of the textiles, NMAI staff took twenty-four specimens to the Ned A. Hatathli Museum at Dine College (formerly Navajo Community College) for a "hands-on" display and workshop. During this event,
Navajo participants from across the reservation offered personal anecdotes
about weaving and told traditional stories associated with the garments.
D.Y. Begay and Kalley Kearns contribute heartfelt essays on subjects
ranging from memories of a first rug or communal weaving efforts to painful
recollections of boarding school experiences. Harry Walters offers thoughts
on Navajo conceptions of art, including the need to respect one's artistic
abilities. Wesley Thomas opens a dialogue about Navajo views on the personification of textiles and issues surrounding the separation of artist from
product. Several common themes bind all Navajo accounts together including: the role of weaving as an integral aspect of daily life; closeness to the
land; emphasis on process over product; importance of livestock; continuity between past and contemporary textile arts; the focus on family and
community ties; and the significance of prayers, songs, ceremonies, and
stories throughout all aspects of weaving.
After providing an overview of Navajo history, Ann Hedlund compares
the lives and values of nineteenth-and twentieth-century weavers. Joe Ben
Wheat documents the evidence available to establish provenience and age
on the basis of designs, materials, and techniques. These essays are followed by: photographs of a representative sampling of the NMAI wearing
blankets with accompanying commentary by Navajo collaborators in Navajo
and English; biographical information on collectors; and a catalogue of the
collection. Throughout his distanced narrative, Wheat directly references
textiles illustrated in the plates. This creates an awkward juxtaposition, for
when a reader turns to the mentioned plates she is confronted with the
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personal and often humorous comments by Navajo experts, which contrast
markedly with Wheat's tone. Here, and elsewhere, better integration of these
divergent voices would strengthen the presentation.
The book is handsomely produced and affordably priced in the paperback edition. It'is lavishly illustrated with various black and white historic
photographs and color images of the NMAI textiles and Navajo consultants.
Although co-curators determined that blankets should be exhibited as worn,
in the book they are only illustrated as they were woven. And, why are no
illustrations of the actual installations at NMAI included? Consultants are
identified by name, but neither clan affiliations nor birthplaces are included,
rendering the identification eurocentric and incomplete. The photo on page
seventy-eight, and others in the U.S. Signal Corps series, are now attributed
to J. G. Gaige who photographed at Fort Sumner in 1866, two years prior to
the Navajo release (see Navajo and Photography by James Faris, 1996).
Unusual spellings of Navajo words abound without reference to a specific
orthographic system. The text entries for endnotes twenty-one and twentytwo in Thomas' chapter are reversed. Despite these various problems, one
comes away from this volume with a deep sense of the continuity ofNavajo
weaving traditions through time and a renewed respect for the "grandmothers."
Maureen Trudelle Schwarz
University of Washington
Images of an American Land: Vernacular Architecture in the Western United
States. Edited by Thomas Carter. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1997. xvi + 337 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, index. $50.00 cloth,
$29.95 paper.)

Images 'of an American Land: Vernacular Architecture in the Western
United States, edited by Thomas Carter, signals a new approach to interpreting Western history. Beautifully laid out, these essays give visibility to
scholars who have built a particularly western frame-of-reference for architectural studies. As an overview, this collection portends imminent larger
works on these or closely related subjects. There are equal measures of
reprinted articles from out-of-print or narrowly circulated sources and unpublished articles solicited for this collection. Readers new to vernacular
architecture studies will be pleasantly surprised that theory explains behavior, rather than anecdotes of behavior illustrating theory.
Each article here stands well alone, but Thomas Carter's "theory for
western vernacular" is best read first in order to place this collection in a
perspective. One goal in collecting these articles is to achieve an encompassing, overarching connection to this collection of spaces. Fortunately,
the methodology of vernacular architecture is not subsumed to deep embracing conclusions, but lies tangled in the historic particularities of materi-
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als, time, and space. Carter validates western studies as central to the study
of American history, while inserting vernacular architecture studies within
the methodologies of historical analysis that have significance for the region. Carter does not synthesize the collected articles (which is impossible),
but finds through the theoretical works of Donald W. Meinig and Donald
Worster a model of regionalism through which each article can be reflected.
Vernacular architecture as used here is an approach to the study of buildings emphasizing the regional character of decisions whether in design, construction, or significance.
There is no single theory of vernacular architecture; rather, theories are
appropriated and tested for fit with the historical development of the material world in the West. Broadly, there are two models at work in these articles,
one expressly vernacular and the other more coincidentally focused on a
subject worthy of a vernacular treatment. The first model seeks to explain
the forms of local architecture as a local manifestation of nationally important trends wrought different by the geographic and social peculiarities.
These span the range from Blanton Owen's careful contemporary description of the architecture of ranching in "Dry Creek: Central Nevada's Damele
Ranch" to the sophisticated social history of suburbanization of Los Angeles in Richard Longstreth's "Innovation without Paradigm: The many creators of the Drive-in Market." The second model illustrates national trends
through examples of local western architecture. Articles, such as Richard
Guy Wilson's "American Modernism in the West: Hoover Dam" and, to a
lesser degree, Fredric L. Quivik's "The Historic Industrial Landscape of Butte
and Anaconda, Montana," are less convincingly vernacular studies but are
important western studies of architectural and engineering forms.
The immense distances in time, space, and society that these articles
span leaves little overlap. The ethnic diversity of the western United States.
is touched in every article but becomes a key element in articles describing
the experience of the Aleuts of the PribilofIslands, the Chinese of the Central Valley in California, and the Hispanics of Las Vegas, New Mexico. The
assimilation of fashionable ideas from the East into a viable local architectural tradition centers the discussion ofTom Carter's article on Utah domestic architecture, Philip Dole's description of an Oregon farmstead, Kingston
Heath's study of commercial architecture in frontier Bannack, Montana, and
Margaret Purser's contribution on domestic architecture of Paradise Valley,
Nevada. Anne Bloomfield recreates the market's impact on housing in the
hectic developments in San Francisco of the 1870s.
Although Carter's introduction speaks strongly to the sense of belonging to this place that many of these writers' have with their subjects, the
greatest debt acknowledged here must be to the preservation movement and
specifically the various state preservation offices that funded the research
for the majority of these articles. Individually and collectively these articles
rewrite the historical tableau of western America. They develop crucial new
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information located within the architectural enterprise of aII kinds ofwestern
economies from villages and small towns to emerging metropolitan centers.
These new approaches do not reverse contemporary historical interpretation, but they do readjust the measure of local forces and show them to be
equally as potent as the mass cultural imprint of fashion and new technologies.
As a classroom text, this collection provides the details to enable students to see the working West freed from the caricature of mass media visions of cowboys, tycoons, movie stars, and gold diggers. The collection is
a starting point for scholars and citizens of the West to take stock and take
pride in the diverse human accomplishments present in the western landscape. For all, this book is a vision of how future writings will expand and
sustain a new vigorous interpretation of Western history as uniquely western and consummately American.
Gary Stanton
Mary Washington College
Apache Days and Tombstone Nights: John Clum s Autobiography, 1877-1887.
Edited by Neil B. Carmony. (Silver City, New Mexico: High-Lonesome Books,
1997. 185 pp. Illustrations, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95 cloth,
$12.95 paper.)

It's a safe bet that John Clum will never attain the celebrity of his notable contemporaries Geronimo and Wyatt Earp, but he was so versatile and
was such an influential presence in Arizona and the Southwest that his
exploits deserve attention. Editor Neil Carmony focuses on a particular tenyear period, and takes the information about it directly from Clum's unpublished autobiography. Of special interest to me was Indian Agent Clum's
long rendition of his 1877 "capture" of Geronimo and other Chiricahua
Apaches at the Warm Springs Agency in New Mexico and their subsequent
trek to the San Carlos Apache Reservation. Most historians believe Geronimo
was shackled only once in his life by Clum and his Apache police. Reading
again how it happened, but now in Clum's own words, is an exciting experience. Three years later, Clum had been off the reservation for a while and
was in Tombstone where he founded one of the American West's most famous newspapers, the Tombstone Epitaph. From his perch, Clum was in an
enviable position to observe and record most of the events and people of
Tombstone. The shoot-out at the OK Corral, mining booms and the limiting
effect of underground water, the devastating fire in May 1882, diseases, the
cost of real estate-it is all here, and it all happened during the decade that
spawned many legends about "the town too tough to die." Here, too, are
Clum's personal tragedies: his first wife died in December 1880, and their
infant daughter died seven months later. Thanks to Carmony for maintaining
the soundness ofClum's perspective, although the editor's frequent inser-
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tions of details and explanations into the text in italics is often disconcerting. Perhaps this information could have been placed in the endnotes. Still,
this is a fine piece of work, bringing Geronimo and his people and the events
and characters of old Tombstone to life once again.
H. Henrietta Stockel
University ofNew Mexico

Religion in Modern New Mexico. Edited by Ferenc Szasz and Richard W. Etulain.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press in cooperation with the University of New Mexico Center for the American West, 1997. ix + 217 pp.
Charts, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $60.00 cloth, $19.95 paper.)

Much of the historical literature on religion in New Mexico focuses on
an earlier time period, but as the essays in this volume suggest the state
remains, even in our time, a place of religious contest and experimentationa frontier in the American religious experience. The eight essays in this
volume survey a variety of different kinds of religious activity in this century, from the dominant Roman Catholicism, mainstream Protestantism, emergent Judaism, Native American religious practices, the conversion efforts of
Mormons and evangelical Protestants, and the more recent evolution of
alternative spiritual communities. A final essay puts these New Mexican
experiences in a comparative context. Readers should note that this volume
is an introduction to the topic (an annotated bibliography is provided for
those who wish to do more reading). More knowledgeable readers will find
most of these essays cover familiar territory.
What distinguishes New Mexico from most other states is that Roman
Catholicism has dominated, maintaining its position by adapting to the changing needs and demands of followers and allowing for "syncretic" practices.
Apart from Native Americans' religious practices (which pre-date Roman
Catholicism), all other groups are relative newcomers. The growth of the
other religious traditions discussed in this volume-from Protestantism, to
Judaism, to the "new" (new to the United States) religions like Buddhism
and Islam-has been a function of the migration of a greater number of
"Anglos" into the state. Protestants historically "contested" the hegemony
of Catholics, but what these essays suggest is that in this century different
religious groups and practices have proliferated. Divisions and differences
exist but largely within traditions. Among the major groups, ecumenism seems
the rule, as they have attempted to work together to address social issues
and problems in the state.
Most of the essays focus on the changing demographics of different
religious groups. They provide a brief overview ofthe institutions, the growth
of the tradition in New Mexico, and how each group has responded to the
social issues. Only two essays focus on the partiCularities of religious prac-
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tice in New Mexico. Kathleen Egan Chamberlain highlights the precariousness of religious freedom as she chronicles the attempts of New Mexican
Native Americans to regain their sacred lands. Indians have had to rally
political will and support to regain important sacred lands; they have marshaled the power of the word. Janice Schuetz's article on Protestant evangelical rhetoric focuses on the importance of the word in Protestant tradition, suggesting that in New Mexico preaching was perforce modified by the
context-by vast distances, isolation, and a diverse ethnic population. In
both these cases, each group found they had to modify tradition to continue
to practice their religion.
Ferenc Szasz argues in the final essay that from the 1960s onward, New
Mexico has acted as a "spiritual magnet." These essays suggest that this
has always been true. Whether it is the land (the powers of which Anglos
have been hesitant to recognize) or the challenge of a frontier, believers
have always been drawn to this place, and they have been changed.
Susan M. Yohn
Hofstra University

My History, Not Yours: The Formation of Mexican American Biography. By
Genaro M. Padilla (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1993. xiv + 280
pp. Illustrations, notes, bibliography, index. $40.00 cloth, $17.95 paper.)

The subtitle ofthis book redeems interest in the collection of autobiog- .
raphy from the period of the U.S. conquest of northern Mexico. Without
emphasizing this period, one would assume that all Mexicans wanted to be
Americans. Attention to how people felt while being dispossessed of land,
language, and culture is the greatest contribution of the book. Insight into
stereotypes could be strengthened by a much stronger theoretical analysis
of war: one that stresses that the winners wrote the history books in order to
glorify their actions, dictate what is true, and conquer the Mexican American
voice. Padilla proceeds to place his subjects within the social historical
context, but does not inform the reader that this is what he is doing, thus
losing a fine opportunity to inform the reader about Chicano Studies methodology.
Excerpts from original records are well placed, as is focus on nostalgia
for an earlier world and how it produced "an oppositional response to displacement." Padilla's detail of multiple registers and the double messages
behind them can be found today as a coping or survival strategy among
Mexican Americans. This communication toward "intent" and "discrete"
audience~, to which different messages are projected, is often interpreted as
cowardly. The skill of the multiple register approach does not draw such
distinct lines, as the author uses multiple registers to communicate with his
diverse audience: radical Chicanos, Mexican American academicians, His-
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panics, and Anglos. This rhetorical design makes it difficult to give strong
criticism ofthe text. While the writer may appear weak, the critic seems unfocused-leaving the critic wondering if the author is a radical scholar, a conformist, or simply trying to find a safe space in the often vicious world of the
university.
This chameleon-like strategy is not apparent in the description of some
ofthe male subjects, especially Juan Seguin. Seguin neither believed in American democratic ideals nor was he ambivalent or caught up in a form of personal and cultural schizophrenia. He is a splendid example of a rich man who
tried to retain his resources and took too long to gain consciousness about
the racial crisis resulting from the U.S. war with Mexico. Focus on the "contradictions" endured by males ignores that ricos (rich folk) had first loyalty
to protecting their own interests, and believed that class interests consistent with Anglo interests would insure them against the conquest.
In authorship, Padilla takes part in the life-extending activity he documents.At times the book is dry and muddled by the author's lack ofvocabulary, but it is salvaged by well-paced quotations, which save the book from
being too difficult for the casual reader to embrace. Nonetheless, the book is
recommended for both the casual reader and those with more analytical goals.
Irene 1. Blea
California State University, Los Angeles
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